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THE STAMPEDE IS BACK IN PRINT!
older woman chasing a younger man.

This is an apology to the

However, at

who is this debt owed to?
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fifty-four, Mark is no spring chicken. The publishers

holding money changers and Israel. The proof is in the
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daughter, Cati, summarized the situation as maybe

pudding. I find it alarming. Israel is allowed to have

STAMPEDE for taking a

that was the best he could latch on to.

nuclear weapons, but Iran is not.

summer break after twenty-

difficult to understand Marks love affair given the fact

Giving THE STAMPEDE a new shot in the arm with

three

straight

of

Mark is also listed as a roving editor for a newspaper,

a new editor from California, I predict The Stampede

This was not

American Free Press, that was more right wing than

will be as vigorous as ever, and the past readers and

the choice of the staff, but

Donald Trump, and would even embarrass Trump on

subscribers will be as anxious to see what we have to

the editor, Mark Anderson,

his Hispanic policies.

say and predict each week about the economy and the

who unexpectantly hurried

published out of Washington DC and strictly is a

out of town with his 60 year

Whitemans newspaper.

publication.

old

weeks

I did find it

Mexican

señorita

American Free Press is

local livestock markets.
Regardless of the two month interruption, each

Mark was one of the few people that I have met that

leaving his Gordon apartment in a bigger mess than the

truly understands that the aristocratic Jews create our

office of the Stampede.

He called his Mexican

money and lend it to the Federal Government. If the

subscription will be extended and every subscriber
will receive 52 Stampedes.

Not understanding the

Federal Government creates the money, why is the
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definition of a cougar, he explained that a cougar is an

Federal Government trillions of dollars in debt, and

CommonLawRudy1@gmail.com

A POLICE LESSON LOST IN AMERICA

Police Force. The 1,000 constables were nicknamed

THE PEELIAN PRINCIPLES

señorita an Aztec cougar.

In 1829 the Greater London area had a big crime

'Bobbies' or'Peelers'.

problem. The powers-that-be recognized the severity

Robert Peel became known as the father of modern

1 To prevent crime and disorder, as an alternative

of the problem, which was so bad that an armed cop

policing. He is credited for developing the Peelian

to their repression by military force and severity of

could not safely enter there. He'd quickly get shot.

Principles which defined the ethical requirements

legal punishment.

Solution: diplomatic unarmed cops in distinctive

police officers must follow to be effective. However,

2 To recognise always that the power of the police

non-military uniforms, armed only with a night stick,

the principles were most likely composed by Charles

to fulfil their functions and duties is dependent on

handcuffs, and a top hat strong enough to stand on in

Rowan and Richard Mayne, who were the first and

public

order to peer over a wall. They were trained to be

joint Commissioners of the Metropolitan Police.

behaviour, and on their ability to secure and maintain

helpful to the public first, to be peace keepers and not

Rowan was a military man and Mayne, fourteen years

public respect.

law enforcers. When no one else could do so, a Bobby

his junior, a barrister.

approval

of

their

existence,

actions

and

3 To recognise always that to secure and maintain

could approach and disarm a shooter without suffering

'Nine Principles' reflect 'General Instructions', first

the respect and approval of the public means also the

harm to himself. The solution was so effective that in

published in 1829, issued to every member of the

securing of the willing co-operation of the public in the

the public mind it was a sin to harm a Bobby.

Metropolitan Police, especially the

task of securing observance of laws.

Sir Robert (Bobby) Peel in 1829 established at
Scotland Yard the [Greater London] Metropolitan

emphasis on

diplomacy and prevention of crime as the most
important duty of the police.

4 To recognise always that the extent to which the coContinued on page 2 Principles
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PRINCIPLES Continued from page 1

A POLICEMANS LOT IS NOT A HAPPY ONE

operation of the public can be secured diminishes
proportionately the necessity of the use of physical
force and compulsion for achieving police objectives.

the TV series, Car

54, Where are you?

to

public

opinion,

but

by

constantly

demonstrating absolutely impartial service to law, in
complete independence of policy, and without regard
to the justice or injustice of the substance of individual
laws, by ready offering of individual service and
friendship to all members of the public without regard

...FOR PRICE GOUGING

See it on

YouTube.com. Youll love it!

Otte Family Harvesting, affiliated with Sheridan
Livestock, is presently defending an overcharge for

5 To seek and preserve public favour, not by
pandering

OTTE TAKEN TO COURT...

This was sung by Fred Gwynne [of Munster fame] in

alfalfa harvesting. A jury trial is set for September

Not so long ago each man in the police
was respected and admired, yes he was.

16th, 2015. University of Nebraska documented that

But, today, if you go visiting your niece,

the average custom rate for wet alfalfa haylege

chances are she'll say, Hey, Ma! Here come the fuzz.
If you want to see just how we get the brush off,
watch the TV news and pictures in the Times.
There you'll only see policemen guarding Kruchev,

to their wealth or social standing, by ready exercise of

while that lawyer, Perry Mason, solves the crime.

courtesy and friendly good humour, and by ready

Oh, when attorneys show detectives how its done,

offering of individual sacrifice in protecting and

A policeman's lot is not a happy one.

harvesting is $8.5 ton. Otte was billing at a rate of
$12.5 ton, or $39,000.00 for 430 acres. The going rate
for local harvesting is $9.5 ton.

Then there's that day, thanks to extraordinary fitness,

preserving life.
6 To use physical force only when the exercise of
persuasion, advice and warning is

found to

be

insufficient to obtain public co-operation to an extent
necessary to secure observance of law or to restore
order, and to use only the minimum degree of physical
force which is necessary on any particular occasion for
achieving a police objective.

That you apprehend a robber you pursue,

Its time to get . . . The Score

But the case depends upon a single witness
Who looks around the room then points to you.
And, let's not forget that poor patrolman squawking
about pounding beats on up- and downhill grades,

See Page 7

For, remember, when he isn't busy walking,
he's marching in St. Patrick's day parades.
Oh, while the brass who sit reviewing have the fun,

7 To maintain at all times a relationship with the

a policeman's lot is not a happy one.

public that gives reality to the historic tradition that the
police are the public and that the public are the police,
the police being only members of the public who are
paid to give full-time attention to duties which are
incumbent

on

every

citizen

in

the

interests

of

community welfare and existence.
8 To recognise always the need for strict adherence
to police-executive functions, and to refrain from even
seeming to usurp the powers of the judiciary of
avenging

individuals

or

the

State,

and

of

authoritatively judging guilt and punishing the guilty.
9 To recognise always that the test of police
efficiency is the absence of crime and disorder, and not
the visible evidence of police action in dealing with
them.

[See DISARMED on last page.]

2014 STATISTICS
Population in millions
Citizens killed
Citizens killed/million
Cops killed
Cops killed/million

U.S.
NEBRASKA
319
1.8
774
7
2.4
3.7
126
2
0.395
1.07
Source: Google Search
US Citizens killed by cops in 1st 24 days of 2015: 59.
England & Wales in last 24 years: 55
Source: TheGuardian.com
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Don & Mary Serving Only Certified
Vannata
Angus Beef

Lunch: M-F, 11-2
Dinner: Th.-Sat., 5-9

The Best Little Steakhouse in the West
119 N. Main St.

Hay Springs, NE

308-638-4580

Sale Calendar 09-01-15 2:42:15pm

CATTLE SALES EVERY TUESDAY
HORSE SALES & BULL SALES AS ADVERTISED - SEE HORSE SALE LINK/BULL SALE LINK
VIEW SALES ONLINE: www.dvauction.com
DICK MINOR (308)360-0427 OWNER
OFFICE MANAGER: LINDA HEESACKER (308) 282-1171
FIELD REP: JUDD HOOS (308) 360-3556
YARD MANAGER: MARK FRANKLIN (308) 360-2252
HORSE SALES: LINK THOMPSON (308) 282-9998

UPCOMING SALES
SEPTEMBER 8TH – 11:00 AM – REGULAR CATTLE SALE
SPECIAL FEEDER SALE
DAVE & DOROTHY HUNTER – 20 BULLS 850-900#
ROB COOK – 10 FALL BULL CALVES
HEITING CATTLE CO – 240 RED ANGUS STR
SBROWN RANCH – STRS & HFRS
JOHN WITT – 240 RED ANGUS/CHAR STRS 925-950#
HEBBERT CATTLE CO-90 STRS 900#
MIKE & JUSTIN RAYMER – 65 STRS & HFRS 700-900#
WACHOB RANCHES – 17 OPEN HFRS
BERNDT CATTLE CO – 100 OPEN HFRS 850#
STRASBURGER RANCH – 7 OPEN HFRS
BAILEY BURRESS – 7 OPEN HFRS
MANY PENDING
SEPTEMBER 15TH – REGULAR CATTLE SALE
SEPTEMBER 20TH – FALL CATALOG HORSE SALE
9 AM – LOOSE HORSES SELL-12 PM CATALOG HORSE PREVIEW2 PM CATALOG SALE FOLLOWED BY OPEN HORSE SALE
OTHER SALE FEATURES - - - - EDGAR QUARTER HORSES REDUCTION SALE
SEPTEMBER 22ND – REGULAR CATTLE SALE
SPECIAL FEEDER SALE
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MARKETS HOLD STEADY at CRAWFORD, GORDON, and MARTIN...
CRASH at SHERIDAN LIVESTOCK
Prior to Memorial weekend your

cross breeds and Wahn angus. Ferguson

and Crawford. To the bull market is

has been consigning a load for the past

consistent, except your Publisher did

selling crown with 50 weigh-up bulls

two

the

decide to put a couple extra dollars on

Gordon, $82,49847 at Martin, and $0 at

being sold this week.

majority of Fergusons cattle the first

the bulls at Gordon this week. There

Sheridan Livestock.

brought $135, and it was slightly above

week.

were buyers from the east, south, and

publisher

Gordon appears to wear the bull

livestock at Crawford, $84,58588 at

does

not

$69,123.64

cattle and weigh-ups.

of

Otte

purchased

It appears Dan

appreciate

The top bull

weeks.

Cam

Eight

took

weight

home

cross-bred

your

average with a yield of 55%. Most bulls

longhorn/angus/char/hereford

steers

west at yearling sales at Martin and

publishers bidding on about anything

brought above $130 and went to feed.

topped the market at $184. That is

Gordon. So all parts of the country were

that walks in the ring, so this publisher

At this market a really top bull would

$1,500 a head. Not bad for Indian cattle.

represented by cattle buyers. This week

has no choice but to distribute Nebraska

have brought above $140.

It seems Dougherty loves Indian

19 head of State Line nice angus heifers

Beefs

cattle-buying

above

three

cattle, because at every sale that your

weighing

Cam

Publisher attends Cam just buys em.

Martin.

Sheridan Livestock. Your publisher is a

Doughtery and your publisher have

The same bull buyers, Beef Palmer and

factor on bidding on all of the odd

been battling over the Fergus familys

your publisher, attend Martin, Gordon,

4

auctions

budget

to

and

zero

the
to

Martin is the place to sell livestock
for

the

Indian

cattle

market.

at

833

brought

$193

at

Weaponized Drones Now Legal in ND
North Dakota police can now legally use
weaponized drones according to HB
1328.. You can read all about it here:
http://www.foxnews.com/tech/2015/08/
27/north-dakota-just-made-it-perfectly-

Casey Walton
308-282-2100, or
221 N. Main St.
800-383-2442
Gordon, NE 69343 Owner

Cell: 308-207-5709
Fax: 308-282-0709 Tires & Bulk Oil
Auto, Truck, & Tractor parts
HOURS:
WaltonCasey@hotmail.com
M-F
6:305:00
www.CARQUEST.com
SAT 6:30-12:00

legal-for-cops-to-arm-drones-withweapons/
The non-lethal weapons allowed are
the kind that kill fewer people than
regular weapons. Drones are the pilotless
aircraft

that

are

either

remotely

controlled or preprogramed for missions.
The military shares its drone technology
with local police.
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MARTIN LIVESTOCK AUCTION

Sale Report:
MONDAY, AUG. 31  The bulk of the Cows $104.00-$109.50.
Thin Cows $96.00-$103.00.
High Yielding Cows $110.00-$113.00.
Bulls $129.50-$132.00.
19 Ang. hfrs. 833# @$193.00.
MONDAY, SEPT. 7 - NO SALE "LABOR DAY"
MONDAY, SEPT. 14 - SPECIAL WEIGH UP SALE 11:00 a.m.,mt
SATURDAY, SEPT. 19 - HENRY OTTE CONSTRUCTION, TOOL,
EQUIPMENT & ANTIQUE AUCTION
10:00 A.M.,MT

Gordon, NE To View Sale Bill click on

Henry_Otte_Auction_Poster.pdf
MONDAY, SEPT. 21 - NO SALE
MONDAY, SEPT. 28 - SPECIALYEARLING & WEIGH UP SALE
SATURDAY, OCT. 3 - BETTY BARNES HOUSEHOLD AUCTION
MONDAY, OCT. 5 - SPECIAL WEIGH UP CATTLE SALE
MONDAY, OCT. 12 - SPECIAL CALF SALE
MONDAY, OCT. 19 - SPECIAL CALF SALE
MONDAY, OCT. 26 - SPECIAL CALF SALE
MONDAY, NOV. 2 - SPECIAL CALF SALE
Calf Sales are lining up for the Fall Season. Give us a call 605-685-6716
and we will be happy to visit with you about your marketing needs.
Special Monday Auctions live www.cattleusa.com

OTTE TAKEN TO COURT...
...FOR PRICE GOUGING
Otte Family Harvesting, affiliated with Sheridan
Livestock, is presently defending an overcharge for
alfalfa harvesting. A jury trial is set for September
16th, 2015. University of Nebraska documented that
the average custom rate for wet alfalfa haylege
harvesting is $8.5 ton. Otte was billing at a rate of
$12.5 ton, or $39,000.00 for 430 acres. The going rate
for local harvesting is $9.5 ton.
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DEMOCRACY vs. REPUBLIC
DEMOCRACY: 51 beats 49. Majority rule. 49 have
no rights; 51 dont need rights. Sovereignty is placed
inthegroup.Whateverthegroupdecidesisthenlaw.
REPUBLIC: Sovereignty is in each individual. The
group decision is only group advice to the individual
whoisfreetoacceptorrejecttheadvice.
SOVEREIGNTY means, Not accountable to higher
authority. A democracy leads to a dictatorship of the
majority. A republic leads to individual freedom.
Thereisotherwisenodifferencebetweenthetwo.

The
Stampede
A newspaper dedicated to:
Your Business
Your State

Your Town
Your Nation

Publisher: Rudy Butch Stanko
216 N. Main Street
P.O. Box 333
Gordon, NE 69343
Subscription rates
$20 for six months; $30 per year
Email news tips, letters to editor
comments, questions, and
news and advertising inquiries to:
info@TheStampedeNews.com
or CommonLawRudy1@gmail.com
Call 308-282-0155
or 308-360-2127
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Saturday, September 5 Lopez-Meyer & Lauing Production Horse Sale
Monday, September 7 NO SALE (Labor Day)
Monday, September 14 Special spay heifer, yearling & sheep sale
Monday, September 21 Special yearling & sheep sale
September 3
September 6
September 10
September 17
September 23

DISARMED. [Continued from pg 1]

Special Feeder Sale
Louie Krogman Family Production Sale
Special Feeder Sale
No Sale
Special Video Bred Female Sale

IHR News and Comment

What the World Rejected:

A Free Public Service of

Hitlers Peace Offers.

INSTITUTE FOR

Frederick Stieve

A SOLUTION

Gertrude Steins Complex Worldview:
Nobel Peace Prize for Hitler?
M. Weber -- Institute for Historical

HISTORICAL REVIEW

Review

AUGUST 30, 2015

Modern technology comes to the

Germanys enemies maintain today
[1940] that Adolf Hitler is the greatest

Scholars of the life of Gertrude3

tamper-proof body camera, which can

Was the Battle of Britain Worth It?

disturber of peace known to history, that

Stein were startled to learn that in 1938

be inspected anytime by the general

Kevin Myers - The Catholic Herald

he threatens every nation with sudden

the prominent Jewish-American writer

public. That will help protect both the

(Britain)

attack and oppression, that he has

had spearheaded a campaign urging the

created a terrible war machine in order

Nobel committee to award its Peace

to

Prize

rescue: Every policeman should wear a

public

and

the

cop

from

false
Seventy-five

accusations.

years

on

from

the

bring

misery

and

devastation

to

Adolf

Hitler

Steins

Like the London Bobbies, the cop

Battle of Britain, the question remains:

should receive specialized training to

Was Churchill right to reject peace

instill him with the mission of being a

overtures from Germany in 1940? Did

conceal

they

secret. As early as 1934, she told a

peace keeper instead of a law enforcer.

the moral grounds for a continuation of

themselves drove the leader of the

reporter that Hitler should be awarded

The national average IQ of a cop is

the war - a just cause, a proportionate

German people finally to draw the

the Nobel peace prize.

104, the same as office workers, bank

cost and a realistic likelihood of victory

sword. They themselves compelled him

tellers and sales people. They are not

-

morally

to seek to obtain at last by the use of

lawyers and can not be expected to fully

justifiable?

In 1940, Hitler had

force that which he had been striving to

do and understand their jobs. -30-

neither the means nor the intention of

gain by persuasion from the beginning:

ATTORNEY: The youngest son, the

invading

British

the security of his country. They did this

twenty-year-old, how old is he?

Victory of 1945 is largely mythic.

not only by declaring war on him on

WITNESS: He's twenty, much like

The cost of not ending the war in 1940

Sept. 3 1939, but also by blocking step

your IQ.

included the deaths of hundreds of

by step for seven years the path to any

thousands of Britons, the ruination of

peaceful discussion

A quick look at

ATTORNEY: Doctor, how many of

most British cities, and a debt burden to

the most important events provides

your autopsies have you performed on

the US that lasted three generations.

incontrovertible proof of this.

dead people?
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exist?

Was

more

Britain

war

The

seemingly

everywhere.
At the same time they intentionally
an

all-important

fact:

paradoxical

views

about

Hitler and fascism have never been

THE WITNESS STAND

WITNESS: All of them. The live ones
put up too much of a fight.

